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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME "Conspiracy Theories">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Kymar says:
Self:: Dammit! Don’t even think of dying! ::gets another hypo of Delactovine and sends it into the way of their patient:: Come on...get up!
CNS_Suder says:
::rushes into Sickbay, seriously worried about Toorain and the doctor working on him::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the Medical bay to the tones of a flat line monitor ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::using what sensors she has she tries to identify the ship that just de-cloaked::
CEO_Jelis says:
::running system checks::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads back to the bridge after a brief "discussion" with the CNS::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: What's the status on that Warbird?
CEO_Jelis says:
::glances at the weapons monitors with a disturbed look on his face::
FCO_MJDoole says:
::walks up behind CSO, and taps her on the shoulder::
CNS_Suder says:
::speeds into Sickbay and over to CMO:: CMO: just tell me what to do...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wanders over to the bio-bed, hands behind her back watching ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns around in her seat and then looks up.... way up::  FCO: Doole? What are you doing here?
XO_Q`tor says:
::not knowing any more than the Captain:: CO: It's...um...it's Romulan sir
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Get this man breathing! I have given him 2cc's of Delactovine and no response! ::looks up to the Counselor:: I don’t want him to die....
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: The bird is armed to the teeth, shields up.
XO_Q`tor says:
CEO: Weapons status?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: I'm reading an incoming message on all Federation and Romulan frequencies Sir.. from the warbird.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *CTO*: Turner to Ravenprowler.


FCO_MJDoole says:
CSO: I was transferred to the QIb a couple weeks ago.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
::peers down at the ferengi, thinking let him alone there is no hope ::
 CEO_Jelis says:
XO: Uncertain... readings are fluctuating. Advise we only fire if we have no other choice.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: On screen.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Ravenprowler, here.
CNS_Suder says:
::grabs the triox and gives a half dose:: CMO: Good to hear that, Doc... triox, 5 ccs, should help when I get him breathing again... ::looks up at monitor and reads through readings::
XO_Q`tor says:
CEO: standby with all available power for the shields.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
FCO: Well grab your station we may need to move fast.
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CTO*: Standby and be prepared to beam to the bridge we may need you immediately.
CNS_Suder says:
CMO: what happened exactly? ::gets her tricorder out and begins scans::
CEO_Jelis says:
::pushes power to the shields::
Host Sub-commander_Borthak says:
@COMM: ALL: Outpost 429, this is Sub-Commander Borthak, on the warbird T'Mir.  Please respond.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles:: FCO: Welcome aboard.
FCO_MJDoole says:
CSO: I'm taking over as FCO. Now we need to find this P.R.O.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at the XO:: XO: The T'Mir.
 
ACTION: The warbird drops out of warp, and continues moving at full impulse towards the outpost.

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Aye Sir, Ravenprowler, out.
FCO_MJDoole says:
CSO: have you got anything on long-range sensors?
XO_Q`tor says:
::Overhearing the FCO:: FCO: The P.R.O. just found us.
Host Sub-commander_Borthak says:
@COMM: ALL: Outpost 429, this is the T'Mir.  We are responding to your distress call.  Respond.
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: He has phaser burns, extensive damage to internal organs ::grabs another hypo, wondering what to load. No more Delactovine, too dangerous...:: He said something, then died.


CSO_Lorenzo says:
FCO: Long range sensors are non operational.
FCO_MJDoole says:
::spinning around and going back to the helm. XO: Aye
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks he needs fluids, for the loss in burns and bleeding ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Responding?
CEO_Jelis says:
::looks down the engineering readouts, looking as if he's having an argument with himself::
FCO_MJDoole says:
Self: Let's see what this bucket of bolts can do.
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Why would they............?
CMO_Kymar says:
::loads the hypo with Tricordrazine:: Self: Got to keep his brain alive, worry about body later ::injects it into the Ferengi's neck and checks the monitor::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: reaches over an starts the rapid infuser with ringers, and 25% albumin ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: the T'mir is one of the vessels that the Senator informed us that had joined the P.R.O. I suggest we call her to the bridge.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: I'm getting indications of a transporter signal between the T'mir and the outpost.
CNS_Suder says:
::starts scanning internal organs:: CMO: What did he say? ::gives Toorain 10ccs inimazine to stimulate heart:: still flat-lining... dammit!
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up to the latest incomer, Tigs Ravenprowler:: CTO: You're the help Captain Turner sent? ...Thanks...
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods:: *CTO*: Make the bridge. No need to beam but hurry.
FCO_MJDoole says:
XO: Course?
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up:: CNS: Hit him again, 15cc's
XO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Hold our position. They obviously do not realize we are here.
CNS_Suder says:
::attaches a cardiac and a neural stimulator to patient::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Hits a ships comm on his chair:: *Drelak*: Turner to Drelak. I need you on the bridge on the double.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CMO : Replace fluid, and cardiac contractility, Dopamine, lidocaine, ect, :: turns to leave, knowing this patient is going to die ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: I'm reading Romulan life signs scattered throughout the outpost.



CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: he said something like...I don’t know, it was jibberish. The recorder should have picked it up, we can check later
CEO_Jelis says:
Self: ::muttering:: yes, but if we do it'll cut life support... oh... right, but we can live without it for a short while while we do the changeover... okay, I understand... I think...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: folds her hands behind her back and leaves the medical bay ::
Drelak says:
::frowns, and looks up from her PADD:: *CO* On my way.  ::makes her way out of her quarters, and into a TL:: TL: Deck one, bridge.
CEO_Jelis says:
::performs three systems bypasses in quick succession::
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Any idea if they know we are here?
CNS_Suder says:
CMO: activating stimulators...::stands back:: half power...
CMO_Kymar says:
::watches the leaving figure:: Self: Thanks...::mumbles::
CMO_Kymar says:
::stands back, keeping an eye on the readouts::
CNS_Suder says:
CMO: anything?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: I don't think so Sir.
CEO_Jelis says:
CO/XO: We have confirmed weapons capability... just don't put too much stress on it.
CMO_Kymar says:
CNS: Nothing. Hit him again
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the lift back to the bridge ::
XO_Q`tor says:
::tapps comm badge:: *CNS*: Q'tor to Counselor Suder.
CNS_Suder says:
CMO: Full power... ::activates stimulators and holds breath, waiting for CMO's analysis::
FCO_MJDoole says:
::reaching out with mind, to get a sense of the crew on the other ship::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CEO: Understood.
CNS_Suder says:
::taps Comm badge quickly:; *XO*: Not now!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the bridge ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::begins to scan for the life signs of those little troll beings that had plagued Starbase 399... making sure they aren't causing the havoc on the outpost::
Drelak says:
::arrives on the bridge in the aft-turbolift bay, and steps forward::
XO_Q`tor says:
*CNS*: Now Counselor! We have a situation. We need your...abilities!
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to Drelak:: Drelak: The T'Mir.


CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes her station ::
Host Drelak says:
::frowns:: CO: Captain?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Points to the screen::
CNS_Suder says:
*XO*: we're losing the admiral, commander... ::looks at CMO for an answer::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: They are beaming people off the outpost.
CMO_Kymar says:
::checks the monitors. Nothing. Flatline. "hahaha, you did it again!" :: CNS: We've...I lost him.
Host Drelak says:
::still frowns:: CO: Have either of the vessels made any hostile moves?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO:  When they are done I'm sure we can follow them back to their headquarters.
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks down into the face of the Admiral and switches off the monitors. The flat-line tone goes dead::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Not yet. The operative word being "yet".
CNS_Suder says:
::sighs:: CMO; I'll let you call it, I need to get to the bridge. We'll grieve later... ::gives CMO an understanding look:: you did everything you could have, Kymar... ::makes her way quickly out of Sickbay to the bridge::
XO_Q`tor says:
*CNS*: We may lose many more people Counselor if you continue to argue!
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: In fact they've done something really puzzling.
CNS_Suder says:
*XO*: on my way...
CNS_Suder says:
::steps into TL:: T: Bridge...
CEO_Jelis says:
::overhears the CO arguing with the CNS, and draws similarities to his own situation::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Starts thinking and rubs his chin while beginning to pace the bridge::
CNS_Suder says:
::steps out onto bridge and trots down to XO's side:: XO: Just point me in the right direction...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looks at her display ::
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO/XO: I am sensing that the Romulans are very concerned about something.
Host Drelak says:
CO: Have you entered into dialogue with them?
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: What can you sense from that Warbird? ::points to the view screen::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::scans the outpost to see how many life signs are left to be beamed over to the T'mir::


CNS_Suder says:
::looks at XO incredulously:: XO: gimme a second...
CMO_Kymar says:
Self: It wasn't enough ::"It sure wasn't..."  turns to D'oh and points to the body:: D'oh: Transfer this to the morgue. Starfleet will want an autopsy, if they ever talk to us. Get a team on it ::turns and heads for his office while D'oh transfers the Admiral's corpse to a anti-grav trolley and takes it out::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: No but we have received a message transmitted on all bands.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
FCO: Scan the T'mir's engines... when that ship starts to move I want you to plot in a course.... the Captain may want us to follow them.
Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Such as what?
Host Drelak says:
CO: May I view it?
FCO_MJDoole says:
CSO: Scanning. ::begins scans of T'mir:: CO: I not sure, but they are very worried.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Play back the message for the Senator.
CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs a PADD and begins to fill out a report. One of those formal ones, which Starfleet approve of. Lousy Starfleet::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::frowns over the warbird's actions... trying to figure out why they would assist a Federation outpost::
CNS_Suder says:
::bites lip and begins to deaden the sound of her own crew, tapping into the feelings of the Romulan ship's crew:: XO: worry, em...no, more like concern...they don't seem hostile, Q'Tor. ::voice has a far-away quality to it:: they seem to be here...to...they're here to help... ::shakes off the Romulan's feeling and looks at Q'Tor::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::plays back the message from the T'mir::
CEO_Jelis says:
::orders crews to continue working on the weapons until they're 100% again::
CNS_Suder says:
XO: I believe we have nothing to fear from them, sir...
FCO_MJDoole says:
::probing deeper with mind::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Isn't Betazoid but gets a good ol' fashioned human hunch::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CNS: Yes but why?
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir? Should we attempt to contact them?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: attempts to pull up torpedo stores ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Not yet Commander.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: I'd prefer to stay cloaked and follow them back to base.


Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Is there something you aren't telling us? ::Gives the CNS the look to pay attention to Drelaks response::
CEO_Jelis says:
::motions another officer to relieve him at his station so he can go check work progress himself::
CNS_Suder says:
CSO: I'm not sure, Commander. And I can't tell from here without some sort of physical contact with one of them... ::shakes head:: they're telepathic too, they still have the ability to block a certain amount of my efforts...
Host Drelak says:
CO: I don't understand.....
CNS_Suder says:
::duely turns her attention to Drelak::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Shrugs innocently:: Drelak: Oh I'm just curious is there any information you neglected to tell us regarding P.R.O. or anything else for that matter.
CMO_Kymar says:
::puts his report to one side and thinks for a moment. "It is a lot easier to kill people, than it is to heal them" For once, it made sense::
 
ACTION: The T'Mir turns on a nacelle, and starts moving away.  Sensors show that there are no life signs left on board the outpost.

CEO_Jelis says:
::heads to the TL:: TL: Disruptor three access.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: They are departing Sir.
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Shall we pursue sir?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the FCO:: FCO:Prepare to follow them.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Keep tracking them.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Aye Sir.  But all I have are short range sensors.... we need to stick with them.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to Q'tor:: XO: Have our back up follow our lead.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::continues her scans of the warbird::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: frowns as she sees only 30 photon an 20 quantum torpedos in the ship's stores ::
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: Course laid in. Awaiting your order.
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir
Host Drelak says:
CO: I have given you all the information I have.  I don't understand what you are asking.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::relays their trajectory to the shuttles still trying to catch up to them::



CNS_Suder says:
CO: follow them. they're going somewhere important, sir...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO : See any weakness in the Romulan's shields?
XO_Q`tor says:
::sends an encoded text only message::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CTO: No they are absolutely gleaming... ...damn
Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Keep a safe distance but stay on their tail.
CEO_Jelis says:
::steps out of the TL as it arrives at the area the work crew are currently busy on::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: They are heading for Federation space.... towards outpost 477.
CMO_Kymar says:
::pulls out his Phaser Pistol from the holster in his desk and spins it in his hand for a it before putting it back:: Self: Maybe it is easier to kill people, but its not my job. ::standing up he walks back out into Sickbay::
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Are there any signs of other vessels?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at the CNS to get her impression of Drelak's response::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Perhaps to turn over the survivors of outpost 429?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: calculates stress factors for the secondary hull of a Romulan ship, at full quantum dispersal ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::scans the space around them for any other ships... cloaked or otherwise::
CEO_Jelis says:
Engineer: What the... Is that the kind of repairs you're used to doing on this ship? Strip that entire section, and rebuild it from scratch. We've got peoples lives depending on that thing firing when it's needed.
CEO_Jelis says:
::watches the chastised engineer go red and start stripping the system::
CMO_Kymar says:
MO_Doherty: Alert the emergency teams, we might get a few casualties if we get attacked again. Bring in another crew and send one out so we have some men in the field. :;watches as Doherty rushes off to relay his orders::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: starts pulling her own scan of the secondary hull behind the head of the Romulan ship ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Perhaps. Send an encrypted message on a passive signal to outpost 477. Have them amass as many ships as possible and form a defensive perimeter.
CNS_Suder says:
::looks at CO for a second and back to Drelak, thinks for a second and returns her attention to CO:: CO: I think we're all as confused as each other, Captain...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I'm getting a message from the T'mir to the outpost Sir.



Host Captain_Turner says:
Self: Hmmmm.
XO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Any progress on long range sensors?
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: On screen.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: They already know sir.
CEO_Jelis says:
*XO* On my way to check on that next. Last update was that they were all ready except for the safety diagnostic.
Host Sub-Commander_Borthak says:
@COMM: 477: Outpost 477.  This is the Romulan warbird T'Mir.  We responded to a distress signal from Federation outpost 429.  There were no other vessels in the vicinity.  We are currently en route to your location, with the survivors.  Many of them are mentally disturbed, we suggest you prepare facilities for them.
XO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: majQa' Inform us immediately when they are up and running.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: It’s as it was on Starbase 399.
CNS_Suder says:
::taps comm badge:: *CMO*: how are you, doctor?
CEO_Jelis says:
*XO* Aye, sir. ::turns and runs down the corridor back to the TL::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CNS: Can you sense fear from the survivors?
 
ACTION: A weary looking man wearing the rank pips of Captain appears on the screen, splitting it in two.  

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Yeah and I don't like that.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends a message to the XO's chair, full load quantum torpedoes at the secondary hull behind the head should bring them down.::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks down at his Comm Badge and taps it:: *CNS*: I've just prepared sickbay for any possible casualties, and I have people going around the ship. The admiral is...being taken care of
Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Something's not right here. ::Thinks::
Captain_Forsythe says:
%COMM: T'Mir: Acknowledged T'Mir... please have your ETA transmitted to us, along with the complement of survivors.  Thank you for responding to the call.  Outpost 477 out.
CNS_Suder says:
::looks concerned:: *CM*: that isn't what I asked, Kymar...how are you ? ::voice sounds soft and concerned::
XO_Q`tor says:
::see's the message on his read out. Looks back at the CTO and nods understanding::



CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Maybe outpost 477 is also under the influence?
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Why would a P.R.O. ship help a Federation outpost?
FCO_MJDoole says:
::manuevering QIb to stay behind T'mir, but out of their sensor range::
CEO_Jelis says:
::heads down an access corridor, taking a shortcut to the sensor array, feet clanking on the bare metal of the deck as he goes::
Drelak says:
CO: I.... I do not know.  ::frowns:: CO: This is most peculiar.  I suggest we contact Borthak, and ask for an explanation.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Influence of what though? And one outpost I can see but 3?
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles softly:: *CNS*: As well as can be expected. I've died, been brought back to life and have just killed an admiral. Add the fact I haven't had sleep in days and I’m just fine. ::says it all with sincere cheeriness::
CNS_Suder says:
CO: I'm still getting no signs of ill feeling from the T'Mir, I know it sounds incredible, but I think they're sincerely trying to help...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Sir, nothing is as it should be.  .... Would you mind terribly if I used a phaser to test out a little theory of mine?
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Fine contact him then.
CEO_Jelis says:
::rounds a corner, looks at the mess the engineering team have the sensors in, and gulps::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Hears the CNS and CSO::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at them both:: CSO: Go ahead I'm open to suggestions.
CNS_Suder says:
::smiles to herself:: *CMO*: can't put a good thing down, eh? Just try to relax a little for the moment. If you need me to take over in Sickbay for a while to let you rest, just yell, OK?
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we follow the Senator's suggestion. There are no signs of any other vessels, and we are able to counter act any hostility that the T'mir may show.
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles again:: *CNS*: I will take it into consideration. Just don’t let things get out of hand up there...Kymar out
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::pulls out her phaser and stands up.... aims at wall near the door and fires::
CNS_Suder says:
::wonders at CMO's suddenly stable attitude::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the XO::
 



ACTION: The wall bears the brunt of the phaser fairly well, a small hole appearing exactly where the beam hit.

CEO_Jelis says:
::grabs a tridiode spanner from a toolkit and starts trying to jury-rig a bypass on the third relay::
CNS_Suder says:
::shouts in surprise:: CSO: What the hell -?
CMO_Kymar says:
::lets out a deep sigh:: Self: I hate lying to people....::walks over to the bio-bed that the admiral once occupied and sets the computer to begin cleaning up the blood::
FCO_MJDoole says:
~~~~CSO: Julia, what are you doing?~~~~
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks oddly at the CSO:: CSO: Uhm and your point?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::sighs:: CO: Sir... I don't think we were ever released.
CNS_Suder says:
::thinks:: CO: what if...what if we just did nothing. Powered down, and sat here? If we are still dreaming, we'd be frustrating out captors, right? Forcing them to make a move...
XO_Q`tor says:
::has his mek’leth out and ready to fight::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
~~~FCO: I'm trying to figure out a way to prove we're still in a lab somewhere~~~
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sees the XO and reaches for her taj ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks about what the CNS said and what the CSO is purposing::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks at Drelak:: CO: And I don’t think she is who she says she is.
Drelak says:
::turns, frowning, towards the CSO:: CSO: I don't understand.
CNS_Suder says:
CSO: Maybe none of us are...this could all be my dream, and you're all figments of my imagination...or your dream. This could be all in the head of only one person...
CEO_Jelis says:
*XO* ::unaware of what’s going on up there:: Looks like we have a bit of a mess down here, but I've tried jury-rigging something. We won't know until someone tries running a long-range scan.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::raises her phaser again.... remembering what the Senator had suggested to her before..... and fires at the Senators shoulder::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Would you be up to a little "check up" from our Doctor?
XO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Understood...standby
CEO_Jelis says:
::looks worriedly at the two wires holding the entire sensor processing system together::
XO_Q`tor says:
::jumps at the CSO and tackles her:: CSO: What are you doing?


CNS_Suder says:
*CMO*: Get up here, doc! Medical emergency!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks it is about time someone fired on the senator ::
Drelak says:
::collapses, unconscious, on the floor::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves behind the CSO ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Snatches the phaser from the CSO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: It's not real.  None of this is real.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: tackles the CSO ::
CNS_Suder says:
::rushes to Drelak's side out of reflex and begins to survey the damage:: All: someone get me a med kit! Under my seat...
CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs his medical kit and rushes into a TL:: TL: Bridge! ::taps his Comm Badge:: *CNS* On my way
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::grunts from having two Klingons on top of her::
XO_Q`tor says:
::stands up and pulls the CSO up to her feet::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: I "appreciate" your theory Lt. Commander but you can't go around shooting people!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: puts the CSO in restraints ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: How is she?
CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL grinds to a halt and he dramatically rushes out to see the CSO being held down by a Klingon, and a prone Romulan:: Self: Ooooh dear....
CNS_Suder says:
::checks pulse, breathing etc:: XO: alive and semi-conscious.. the pain must have knocked her out...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::doesn't struggle:: CO: Captain, you have to prove this isn't a dream.  We can't just take what we see as truth.
FCO_MJDoole says:
::sensing something strange:: CO/XO: She's right you know
CMO_Kymar says:
::heads down to the Romulan and kneels:: CNS: What do we have? ::gets his tricorder and starts scanning::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: dumps the CSO on the floor next to the wall ::
CNS_Suder says:
::waves the CMO over to her:: CMO: Phaser blast to the shoulder, breathing a little erratic, pulse strong... just a bit of repair work, I think, Kymar... ::stands back and lets CMO in::


Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: There are ways to do that other than shooting someone!
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Gives the FCO that "can it" look::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glares at the CSO :: CSO: You stay down, Commander.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Frustrated paces the bridge gripping the phaser::
CMO_Kymar says:
::folds up his Tricorder and nods:: All: Nothing serious, just stunned. I can revive her if you like...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I've thought about it Captain.  Everything we do is controlled by them... we can't prove anything.
CNS_Suder says:
::turns to CO:: CO: I see her point, Captain...do something... unexpected... if we are in a program of sorts, that would confuse them for a little while, perhaps...
CEO_Jelis says:
::oblivious to the excitement on the bridge, has his head in a power conduit and is poking at things to make them go::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves to the CO :: Captain: The phaser please, Sir.
FCO_MJDoole says:
::notices look and stands to full height:: CO: A word with you ::motions to corner of bridge::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Ignores the CTO and stuffs the phaser in a holster in his uniform::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::clentches her teeth waiting to see what would be decided::
CMO_Kymar says:
::gets a hypo of Netinaline, 2ccs, and injects it into the unconscious Romulan::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: And you don't think that was unexpected?
Drelak says:
::groans slightly, twisting her head, as the injection makes its way into her body::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances at the CO :: CO : Sir, that is evidence, Sir, I must insist.
XO_Q`tor says:
::Looking around totally confused::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Actually no.  I'm sure they know all about me..... they should know not to predict anything about me.... or us.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: No "evidence" is leaving my sight.
CMO_Kymar says:
Drelak:: Don’t move, you were shot. Just a mild burn, nothing a dermal regenerator cant fix ::gets said item and starts running it over the Senator's shoulder::
CNS_Suder says:
::watches CMO concerned still::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks about what the CSO is saying::


 
CSO_Lorenzo says:
~~~CNS: Use your mind Counselor.... can you sense beings that we cannot see?~~~
Host Drelak says:
::is somewhere between 'drowsy' and 'furious'::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, the phaser should be contained until the hearing, Captain, that is the SOP.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Ignores the CTO again::
FCO_MJDoole says:
::stands in front of CO, forcing him to stop pacing:: CO: A word with you :;motions to corner of bridge::
CNS_Suder says:
::gives CTO a 'leave it alone' look::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Follows the FCO::
XO_Q`tor says:
::wrinkles his brow in thought like thinking is causing pain::
CMO_Kymar says:
::puts the regenerator back in his kit and slings it over his shoulder:: Drelak: You will be fine, just don’t get shot again
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks over at the XO...::
CNS_Suder says:
XO: you OK, Q'Tor?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls her tricorder and scans the CO, covertly ::
Host Drelak says:
::slowly climbs, attempting to maintain some dignity, to her feet::
XO_Q`tor says:
::looks up at the CNS:: CNS: Yes, just trying to sort all of this out.
FCO_MJDoole says:
::in a low tone:: CO: the CSO is right, sir. None of this is real.
CEO_Jelis says:
::slaps the access panel back on the power conduit and watches rows of lights on the sensor units spark into life::
Host Drelak says:
::hisses, angrily:: CMO: Who.... did this?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Still thinking while listening to the FCO::
CMO_Kymar says:
Drelak: Uhhh, some person just walked in and shot you ::glances to the CSO:: No-one knows who...
CNS_Suder says:
~~~CSO: Nothing... ::showing the true extent of her frustration to CSO as a reflex to being in contact with another Betazoid:: Nothing at all beyond what we can already see... this is...~~~ ::growls and looks at CSO::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Notes the conversation for her report, adding the CO's scan that proves he was fit at the time.::


FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: I can feel it. Things just don't add up.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
Drelak: I did, and careful with the lies you tell I just may do it again.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods to the FCO::
CMO_Kymar says:
::glares at the CSO with an "I was trying to save your ass" look::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances over at the CSO ::
Host Drelak says:
::spins to face the CSO, and continues hissing:: CSO: I can assure you... when... if... I return to Romulus.... I will be lodging a diplomatic protest with Captain Saalis, and the Federation Council.
CNS_Suder says:
~~~CSO: but if we're restrained, they could very easily disrupt my telepathy...~~~
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CMO: I'm being restrained Doctor....
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *CEO*: Power down all systems.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, what would you like done with the CSO?
CNS_Suder says:
::loks at Drelak:: Drelak: Can it, Senator...it was a valid idea...
Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Confine her to quarters.
CEO_Jelis says:
*CO* Sir?... er.. aye, sir...  all systems, sir?
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: Why would a Romulan vessel answer a Federation distress call?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: In fact confine all crew to quarters.
Host Captain_Turner says:
All: It's bed time.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls Lorenzo to her feet and marches her off toward the lift ::
CEO_Jelis says:
::opens a channel from his tricorder to the master engineering panel::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
Drelak: You do that.
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CEO*: Everything except life support and the cloak.
Host Drelak says:
::turns to face the CO:: CO: We must immediately return to the Federation.  I will have a neutral vessel escort me back to Romulus.  This mission will be terminated, you clearly do not have the mental stability in your senior crew to carry out a mature plan.
CNS_Suder says:
::moves over to CO:: CO: perhaps the bridge crew should stick together somewhere. You never know what they might do to us if we're alone...
CEO_Jelis says:
::programs in the shutdown, and initiates it::


CMO_Kymar says:
CO: Captain, I can't be confined. I have a sickbay to run, people need my help....
CNS_Suder says:
::sounds nervous about being on her own during all of this::
CEO_Jelis says:
*CO* Systems power down programmed for ten seconds, Captain.
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: Romulans don't go around "helping people". It isn't their nature.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the lift with the CSO, heads for deck 2 ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: No Doc.
XO_Q`tor says:
::snaps out of his thoughts at the sound of the Captain speaking to him and answers in a haze:: CO: Aye sir:
CNS_Suder says:
::gives CSO a 'I'm right with you' look before TL doors close::
Host Drelak says:
FCO: You are wrong.
CEO_Jelis says:
::watches the countdown on his tricorder::
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: Captain, this is a big mistake. What if there was an emergency, and I couldn't get there to help? That death would be on your head...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns to the CSO : Julia : I so wanted to do that. :: winks at Julia ::
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: Furthermore, them willing to help a second Starbase? It doesn't make sense.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Good idea. Senior staff retire to Yay Tach. We'll set up temporary quarters there.
CMO_Kymar says:
::sighs in relief. No restrictions, everyone will be safe::
CNS_Suder says:
::breaths a sigh of relief and feels rather grateful that the CO is doing what he's told, for once::
Host Drelak says:
ALL: Why are Romulans superior to Klingons?  Ignore our technology, which is decades, centuries ahead of theirs, look at our morals.  Romulans are a people capable of great compassion.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CTO: Well.... it was nice serving with you... even if was for a short time.... you'll be sure and visit me at the penal colony.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Place all patients in stasis.
Host Drelak says:
ALL: Renegade medical officers worked for two hours on one useless Starfleet Officer, because they could help him.  If I fell down here, and if this ship were still in the Imperial Klingon forces, I doubt I would even be offered a blood transfusion.  We take prisoners of war, where they would simply kill on sight.




Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: People don't die in stasis. Happy Doc?
CMO_Kymar says:
::trips the Senator and watches her land on the ground::
CMO_Kymar says:
Drelak: What...did you call me...?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the lift and walks over to Julia's quarters taking off the restraints and letting her enter :: CSO : We'll see what happens, Commander.
XO_Q`tor says:
::snaps completely out of his funk at Drelak's words::
Host Drelak says:
::falls at the cause of the CMO:: ALL: We bathe.  We ensure the safety of our people with a stable governmental structure, that is democratically accountable to the Romulan people, whereas any Klingon could become leader of the Empire simply by killing the current one, last time their people changed leader it was by that method, and the time before, they endured a civil war.  They have aggressive, expansionist views on the universe, compared to
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks into her quarters and thinks fast::
Host Drelak says:
::scowls:: ALL: Views to which I am rapidly returning....
CNS_Suder says:
::sees the look in XO’s eyes:: XO: It's not worth it, Q'Tor...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: locks down CSO's quarters and sets a guard on the locked door. ::
Host Drelak says:
::regains her feet::
CMO_Kymar says:
::opens his med kit and grabs a sedative, injects the senator in the neck and picks her up:: All: To Yay Tach then...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::starts to pace the room::
XO_Q`tor says:
Drelak: What do any of your worthless views of the universe have to do with our current situation?
CMO_Kymar says:
Self: Useless...no-one calls me useless....
CNS_Suder says:
::smiles at CMO:: CMO: Smooth move, doctor! ::smiles a little despite her nervousness::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls as she leaves Julia's quarters, heading back to the lift ::
XO_Q`tor says:
Drelak: If Klingons were as bad as you claim we are, then why are you still alive? Why is your aide Baynak still alive?
CNS_Suder says:
*CTO*: Ravenprowler... we need you and Lorenzo in Yay Tach...
Host Drelak says:
::can't reply to the XO, having been knocked unconscious twice in ten minutes, this time by the CMO::



CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles to the Counselor:: CNS: I hate people talking about my friends, then calling me useless. Gets me...angry  ::blinks and walks into the TL with the Senator on his Shoulder::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *CTO*: Change in plans Commander. All senior staff to set up temporary quarters in Yay Tach.
CNS_Suder says:
::starts making her way to Yay Tach, helping CMO carry Drelak::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Thank God someone finally shut her up.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads for the TL::
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles to the Captain and holds the TL doors for him::
CNS_Suder says:
CO: want me to go get Ravenprowler and Lorenzo?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: paces in front of Julia's door ::
XO_Q`tor says:
::heads off to yay-tach fuming::
CEO_Jelis says:
::sits in a corridor, lit by the light of his tricorder::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::pacing her quarters and looking at the port hole..... what would happen if I broke the window?....::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: No need I just sent her a comm.
CNS_Suder says:
CO: comms are down, sir... ::sounds dry::
CNS_Suder says:
::thinks:: CO: and Jelis...
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